THE EFFICIENCY OF DISTRICT HEATING SYSTEMS IN CONDITIONS OF JOINT USE OF HEAT PUMPS

Abstract. The article describes the main problems of traditional heat supply in the Republic of Kazakhstan, discusses possible solutions to this problem. Development of practical examples of the implementation of heat pump technology at specific sites of a heat supply leads to the improvement of technical and economic parameters of the heating system. The development is aimed at the concept of using nontraditional sources of heat for the transition of heating systems to a new level of heat.

By analyzing existing examples of implementation in the work of heating systems with alternative heat sources and the results of the study determined the effectiveness of the installation of heat pumps in the Central heating station that uses the independent scheme of connection of consumers of heat. The use of a heat pump reverse system water to the evaporator as a source of low potential energy leads to a reduction in consumption of direct network of water from combined heat and power CHP heating unit quarterly network and consequently will decrease the flow rate of fuel combusted at the CHP.
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In Kazakhstan, centralized heat supply based on combined heat and power generation at central heating plants (CHP) has been most widely developed and is currently the dominant system.

In the period from 1990-2005 the commissioning of new capacities at the CHP was carried out on a limited scale in connection with the economic downturn in the years of perestroyka. The key problem in all operating links of the district heating system is the moral and physical wear and tear of fixed assets. Low demand for thermal energy has led to deterioration in the technical and economic performance of heat supply systems. This led to an increase in the cost of production of heat and electricity.

Increasing the energy efficiency of district heating should be carried out in accordance with the program "Energy Saving-2020", adopted by the Decree of the Government of the Republic of Kazakhstan dated August 29, 2013, No. 904 [1]. The program pays much attention to the selection of the main heat sources, as this is the most important task in the design of energy-efficient heat supply systems for housing and communal services.

The program "Energy Saving 2020" determines not only the creation of technical, technological, legal, economic and organizational bases and measures to stimulate the efficiency of heat supply systems, but also their mutual coordination aimed at reducing the amount of resources used, in particular fuel resources for heat supply, while maintaining the appropriate useful effect from their use.

For effective resource and energy saving in the centralized heat supply systems of the Republic of Kazakhstan, the following main problems must be solved.

When talking about resource saving or reducing energy losses, they do not mean a quantitative expression, since it is automatically controlled by the first law of thermodynamics, but implies a qualitative characteristic of the energy itself. In the general case, the conservation of energy of heat is, in essence, the preservation of its quality.
The task of energy efficient heat supply depends on a number of problems that depend on the geographic location of the heat supply facility, the duration of the heating period, taking into account the average ambient temperature.

The cost of heat supply depends on the climatic conditions of Kazakhstan. According to the official source of information [2], the average January temperature in the Republic of Kazakhstan (2015) -11,0°C (table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Temperature, °C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Akmola</td>
<td>-16,8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aktobe</td>
<td>-14,9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Almaty</td>
<td>-6,5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attyrau</td>
<td>-9,6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Kazakhstan</td>
<td>-16,5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhambyl</td>
<td>-5,0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Kazakhstan</td>
<td>-13,5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karaganda</td>
<td>-14,5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kyzylorda</td>
<td>-9,1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kostanay</td>
<td>-17,0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mangystau</td>
<td>-2,9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pavlodar</td>
<td>-17,6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North-Kazakhstan</td>
<td>-18,1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Kazakhstan</td>
<td>-2,0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Before the design of the heating system of buildings and the selection of the source of heat, the heat balance is calculated, which takes into account:
- the number of emissions from heat sources that operate on natural fuels;
- rational use of traditional natural resources, the influence of the "greenhouse effect" due to the release of harmful substances into the atmosphere;
- thermal density of the built-up area;
- deficiency of generation of thermal energy; kind of available local fuel;
- washing of existing engineering systems and heat networks;
- it is impossible to lay new heating mains.

The drawbacks of traditional heat sources are their low energy, economic and environmental efficiency (in the case of small boiler houses), since the burning of organic fuel pollutes the environment. Plus, the constantly rising tariffs for released thermal energy, aggravated by transportation costs in the production and distribution of energy. Hence, a low exergetic ECE, characterizing the maximum work that occurs when the thermodynamic system with a specified parameter is reversed into equilibrium with the surrounding medium.

In addition, there is an unreasonably high cost of building and maintaining heat networks, which are the most unreliable element of central heating systems.

At present, the heat networks of the Republic of Kazakhstan are characterized by a high degree of wear, about 70-80%, high accidents, and losses in heating networks are much higher than world indices.

The most effective and obvious option for solving energy saving problems in heat networks is the use of rational process flow sheets with heat pumps. The prospects for the use of heat pumps TN in the Republic of Kazakhstan are determined by the technological demand and the tendency to increase prices for fuel, heat and electricity.

Overcoming with the help of factors TN that reduce the efficiency of heat supply from the CHP is fully possible only in newly constructed district heating systems (DHS) and in new construction of residential and industrial buildings.
The new projects provide for increased requirements for thermal and sound insulation. For windows, double-glazed windows of increased tightness are used. Inside the premises, there is a mandatory installation of heat metering and air temperature control devices, heating devices with more intensive heat transfer from the network water (finned-surface finned radiators, "warm floors", etc.), which help to reduce both the temperature of direct supply water and reduce the temperature of the return network water due to intensive heat extraction.

So for "warm floors" the temperature of direct and reverse network water can lie in the range of 45–30°C. Under these conditions, a radical change in the temperature graph of direct and reverse water is possible—a reduction in these temperatures to a level sufficient for heating the premises and favorable for work TN with a high conversion factor. Under these conditions, a complete transition of the district heating systems DHS to the TN (CHP + TN system) is possible.

Currently, the network water is returned to the CHP plant at a temperature of 45 – 70 °C. To achieve higher values of the TN conversion factor, this temperature should be reduced to 25-30 °C. This is possible not only by improving the design of buildings and their heating system, which was mentioned above. In addition to these solutions, it is possible (and appropriate) to lower the temperature of the return network water by installing heat pumps at central heating points (CHP). For TN, the source of low-potential heat will be the reverse network water.

In work [2] the system of heat supply of an apartment house with heat sources heat pump - thermal networks where the heat pump provides from 50 to 70% of heat demand is developed. The total duration of the operation of heat pumps depends on the value of the outside air temperature at the bivalent point on the heat load graph, determined by means of climatic data (Table 1).

In [3, 4], the idea of using low-potential heat concentrated on GRES-CHP by means of heat pump plants, which can be placed in centralized and individual heat points (CHS, IHP), which are part of the DHS, was proposed for the first time.

It is known that in DHS heat supply from CHP, as well as from the district boiler house, is carried out by a dependent and independent scheme for connecting external heat consumers. This circumstance, in turn, predetermines the appearance of a variety of schemes and methods for connecting heat pumps to the heat supply system, with the placement of TN both at the central heating point CHS and in close proximity to consumers.

All the listed shortcomings of traditional heat supply in conditions of energy saving and minimal harm to the environment, urgently require a different approach to solving the problem of heat supply for newly constructed housing. A possible solution to this problem is the beneficial use of low-temperature natural heat (+ 4 ... +40°C) or waste industrial heat for heat supply with the help of heat pumps.

Figure 1 is a schematic diagram of the connection of heat pump plants to the heating and hot water supply system at the central heating station (CHS). The flow of direct network water (DNW) from the CHP enters the traditional heat exchangers 1 of heating the return quarterly water of the heating circuit, in which part of the flow of return quarterly water (flow Q1k) is heated. Another part of Qtn of reverse quarterly water enters the condenser of the heat pump system and heats up at Δt = 15°C. In the evaporators of the HPP, part of the flow of the reverse network water G2k = G1 – ΔG is sloughed, after which it is discharged into the main collector of the reverse network water and then returned to the CHP.

After the mixer 3, the heating water from the district heating circuit through the internal distribution heating networks is supplied to the heating objects of the quarterly network, after which it returns to heating in the TN and TO-1 according to the scheme described above.

By slackening the return flow network of the SS, the direct water supply from the TPS is reduced in proportion to the amount of heat collected from the SS in the evaporator TN. It is the amount of low-potential heat (LPH) from the SS that lowers LPH in the cold source at the CHP, which ultimately leads to a reduction in fuel consumption directly to the CHP and, at the same time, to a reduction in heat consumption from the CHP to CHS at the central heating network of the quarterly network. This ensures a reduction in the price paid by consumers of this quarter of the city for heat supply.

To discuss the results of the calculation, as an example, the costs and temperatures of the network water are taken in the conditions of the CHS: Σ G2k = 70 m³ / h. ΣG1k = 25 m³ / h. T1 rep = 50°C; T2 right = 65°C.
Heat output of the heat pump is determined by the formula (1)

\[ Q = G_{TH} C B \rho B (T_{\text{up}} - T_{\text{load}}) \]  \hspace{1cm} (1)

for the condition of the example in question, \( Q = 436 \text{ kW} = 0.375 \text{ Gcal/h} \). Taking into account this heat load, one HT-300 water-to-water heat pump is chosen. The characteristics of the manufacturer for HT-300 are given in [5]. The HT-300 water-to-water heat pump operates on R-134 a refrigerant with a maximum condensation temperature of 60°C.

With the duration of the heating season in Almaty in 2015-16, equal to 4248 hours (177 days) and the operation of one TN-300, the expected annual heat production with HPP will be 1593 Gcal, the electric power consumption for the drive will be TN = 382.6 MW·h. With the adopted tariffs for thermal (3890.72 tenge per 1 Gcal.) And electric energy (7.5 tenge per 1 kWh for energy-producing enterprises) for residential objects: proceeds from the sale of heat supply will be 6.2 million KZT, electricity costs 2.87 million KZT.

One of the important advantages of such a thermal scheme is the lowering of the temperature of the return water, which makes it possible to increase the combined generation of electric power by the CHP on thermal consumption. This is all the more topical because the temperature of the return network water returned to the CHP is constantly overestimated, which has many different causes, and not only technical ones. The practice of the operation of heat networks in different cities of the Republic of Kazakhstan shows that the water temperature in the return line of the heat supply systems in excess of the normative thermal schedule is exceeded by 5-8 °C in winter.

The capacity for hot water TN-300 is \( G_{TH} = 25 \text{ m}^3/\text{h} \). At the same time, water is taken from the low-potential source (return water of heating systems) to the evaporator TH-300 - \( G_{2x} = 50 \text{ m}^3/\text{h} \). Here it should be noted that with the same independent heating scheme without the installation of heat pumps, the flow of network water to the water-to-water heat exchangers of the heating circuit (plate) was \( G1 = 70 \text{ m}^3/\text{h} \). If one TH-300 is installed, this flow rate will be \( G_{2x} = 50 \text{ m}^3/\text{h} \), i.e., \( \Delta G = G1 - G_{2x} = 20 \text{ m}^3/\text{h} \) will be less.
Thus, the installation of heat pumps makes it possible to reduce the flow of the heating water flow to the heat exchangers.

By stalling the flow of SS (return network water), the direct water supply from the CHP is reduced in proportion to the amount of heat taken away from the SS in the HPP evaporator. Cooling of return water for this mode of operation of the TN is from \( t_{2K} = 50^\circ \text{C} \) to \( t_{2K} = 40^\circ \text{C} \), \( \Delta t = 10^\circ \text{C} \).

Figure 2 shows the p-H diagram of the thermodynamic cycle of a single-stage steam-compression heat pump HT-300.

![Figure 2 – Thermodynamic cycle of a single-stage steam-compression heat pump HT-300 with R-134A refrigerant in the p-H diagram](image)

The temperature of the working agent R-134A in the heat pump condenser is \( t_1 = 60^\circ \text{C} \), in the evaporator \( t_0 = 45^\circ \text{C} \). In the p-H diagram, the process of condensation corresponds to line 2-3, evaporation process 1-4. The coefficient of thermal energy conversion by the TH-300 heat pump was calculated using parameters of the constructed thermodynamic cycle (Figure 2).

The coefficient of conversion of thermal energy by a heat pump is determined by the formula

\[
\mu = \frac{Q_\text{h}}{N_\text{e}},
\]

where \( Q_\text{h} \) – heat output of the heat pump; \( N_\text{e} \) - the electric power of the compressor drive and is \( \mu = 4.84 \), which is acceptable from the point of view of the efficiency of the heat pump application.

**Conclusions.**

1. The use of heat pumps in the conditions of operation of the central heating point of heating systems along with traditional heat sources can significantly reduce the cost of direct network water from the heat source - CHP.
2. Installation of heat pumps in the central heat station allows rationally provide heat to consumers who have an independent scheme for connecting heating systems.
3. The thermal scheme of the central heating point of the central heating station with a heat pump providing heat to consumers of the quarterly heating and hot water supply system has been developed.
4. Calculations of the heat output of the heat pump installed in the CHS show that as a result of slackening of the return water flow in the evaporator TN, the direct water supply from the CHP is reduced in proportion to the amount of heat extracted from it.
5. The value of the coefficient of conversion of thermal energy by the heat pump TH-300 confirms the efficiency of using a heat pump in the operation of the CHS of heating networks.
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ЖЫЛУ СОРГЫЛДАРЫН БІРЛІСІҢ / КОЛДАЊУ ЖАГАДAЙНАДАГЫ ОРТАЛЫҚТАНДЫРЛАНГАН ЖУЛУМЕН КАМТУ АЙЛУЕЛІРІҢ ҚИМДІЛІГІ

Аннотация. Миллели Көзіңіз пробудлары ортақтандырмаларының жұлұмен камтамасыз ету құқырлықтың және оның өз-өзінде құқырлық құқырлық құқырлықтарының жасау құқырымдық құқырлықтар құқырлық және олардың арқылы жұлұмен камтамасыз ету құқырлықтарының құқырлық. Аның із-ізінде құқырлыққа және оның құқырлық құқырлық және оның құқырлықтарының құқырлықтарының құқырлықтар және құқырлықтар құқырлық құқырлықтар құқырлық.
орталық жылу пунктиңе жылу сорғысының пайдалану түримдилігі анықталды. Жылу сорғысы орталық жылу пунктиңе көз жасалған суық жылу жоғарылықта температура жылу көзі ретінде пайдаланып, метаболизмде жылу электр орталығынан бөлістің жүйелік су шығындарының кыскартады және оның салдарынан ЖЭО-да жағылғыдың отырын шығарының темендейді.

Түйін сөздер: орталық тұрғыларының жылумен қамтамасыз ету, жылу сорғысы, жұмыртқа құйылған жылу электр орталығы, жылудың тұтыну, энергия түримдилігі, теменгі кайрылығы жылу.
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ЭФФЕКТИВНОСТЬ РАЙОНОВЫХ ОТОПИТЕЛЬНЫХ СИСТЕМ В УСЛОВИЯХ СОВМЕСТНОГО ИСПОЛЬЗОВАНИЯ ТЕПЛОВЫХ НАСОСОВ

Аннотация. В статье описываются основные проблемы, связанные с отоплением в Республике Казахстан. Рассматриваются возможности использования тепловых насосов на конкретных участках отопления. Разработка практических примеров внедрения технологии тепловых насосов на территории Республики Казахстан приводит к улучшению энергетических и экономических показателей системы отопления. Разработка нацелена на концепцию использования нетрадиционных источников тепла для перевода отопительных систем на новый уровень тепла.

Проанализировав существующие примеры внедрения в работу отопительных систем с альтернативными источниками тепла, результаты исследования определили эффективность установки тепловых насосов в Центральной тепловой станции, которая использует независимую схему подключения потребителей тепла. Использование системы обратной воды системы теплового насоса для испарителя в качестве источника с низкой потенциальной энергией приводит к снижению потребления прямой сети воды из комбинированной тепловой и тепловой электростанции ТЭЦ, ежеквартальной сети и, следовательно, будет уменьшать расход топлива, сжигаемого на ТЭЦ.

Ключевые слова: центральное отопление; Тепловая насос; вода в сети; теплогенератор; тепловая сеть; энергоэффективность; низкотемпературная теплота.
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